
PETITION

OBJECTING TO APPLICATION BY BECKETTS FOR A PREMISES LICENCE

We, the undersigned, strongly object to the application for a premises licence by Becketts at
10 and 11 Bellevue Terrace (including as now apparently amended) for several reasons
including noise from music, noise from people chatting outside smoking or sitting at tables on
the pavement into the" early hours, possible anti-social behaviour due to the late opening
hours, noise from cars leaving in the small hours. Elderly people, young children live in close
proximity. Students live in the adjacent hall of residence. This is a residential area and a
designated conservation area (Conservation Area No.G) and parking in this vicinity is very
problematic. Creating a late night and early morning venue for drinking, live and recorded
music would effectively create a nightclub and/or disco and it would be totally out of keeping
with the area and cause all nearby residents to seriously suffer. It would also risk creating a
new night time / early morning trouble spot and "watering hole".

We wish to stress that we understand the new owners of Becketts wish to run a wine bar and
restaurant business and we have no objection to Becketts continuing to be run as a wine bar
and restaurant as it has been for many years within its existing licensing hours, which we
assume the new owners knew about when they. bought the business.
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PETITION

OBJECTING TO APPLICATION BY BECKETTS FOR A PREMISES LICENCE

We, the undersigned, strongly object to the application for a premises licence by Becketts at
10 and 11 Bellevue Terrace (including as now apparently amended) for several reasons
including noise from music, noise from people chatting outside smoking or sitting at tables on
the pavement into the' 'early hours, possible anti-social behaviour due to the late opening
hours, noise from cars leaving in the small hours. Elderly people, young children live in close
proximity. Students live in the adjacent hall of residence. This is a residential area and a
designated conservation area (Conservation Area No.G) and parking in this vicinity is very
problematic. Creating a late night and early morning venue for drinking, live and recorded
music would effectively create a nightclub and/or disco and it would be totally out of keeping
with the area and cause all nearby residents to seriously suffer. It would also risk creating a
new night time / early morning trouble spot and "watering hole".

We wish to stress that we understand the new owners of Becketts wish to run a wine bar and
restaurant business and we have no objection to Becketts continuing to be run as a wine bar
and restaurant as it has been for many years within its existing licensing hours, which we
assume the new owners knew about when they. bought the business.
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PETITION

OBJECTING TO APPLICATION BY BECKETTS FOR A PREMISES LICENCE

We, the undersigned, strongly object to the application for a premises licence by Becketts at
10 and 11 Bellevue Terrace (including as now apparently amended) for several reasons
including noise from music, noise from people chatting outside smoking or sitting at tables on
the pavement into the' early hours, possible anti-social behaviour due to the late opening
hours, noise from cars leaving in the small hours. Elderly people, young children live in close
proximity. Students live in the adjacent hall of residence. This is a residential area and a
designated conservation area (Conservation Area No.G) and parking in this vicinity is very
problematic. Creating a late night and early morning venue for drinking, live and recorded
music would effectively create a nightclub and/or disco and it would be totally out of keeping
with the area and cause all nearby residents to seriously suffer. It would also risk creating a
new night time / early morning trouble spot and "watering hole".

We wish to stress that we understand the new owners of Becketts wish to run a wine bar and
restaurant business and we have no objection to Becketts continuing to be run as a wine bar
and restaurant as it has been for many years within its existing licensing hours, which we
assume the new owners knew about when theybouqht the business.
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PETITION

OBJECTING TO APPLICATION BY BECKETTS FOR A PREMISES LICENCE

We, the undersigned, strongly object to the application for a premises licence by Becketts at
10 and 11 Bellevue Terrace (including as now apparently amended) for several reasons
including noise from music, noise from people chatting outside smoking or sitting at tables on
the pavement into the' early hours, possible anti-social behaviour due to the late opening
hours, noise from cars leaving in the small hours. Elderly people, young children live in close
proximity. Students live in the adjacent hall of residence. This is a residential area and a
designated conservation area (Conservation Area No.G) and parking in this vicinity is very
problematic. Creating a late night and early morning venue for drinking, live and recorded
music would effectively create a nightclub and/or disco and it would be totally out of keeping
with the area and cause all nearby residents to seriously suffer. It would also risk creating a
new night time / early morning trouble spot and "watering hole".

We wish to stress that we understand the new owners of Becketts wish to run a wine bar and
restaurant business and we have no objection to Becketts continuing to be run as a wine bar
and restaurant as it has. been for many years within its existing licensing hours, which we
assume the new owners knew about when they bouqht the business.
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PETITION

OBJECTING TO APPLICATION BY BECKETTS FORA PREMISES LICENCE

We, the undersigned, strongly object to the application for a premises licence by Becketts at
10 and 11 Bellevue Terrace (including as now apparently amended) for several reasons
including noise from music, noise from people chatting outside smoking or sitting at tables on
the pavement into the' early hours, possible anti-social behaviour due to the late opening
hours, noise from cars leaving in the small hours. Elderly people, young children live in close
proximity. Students live in the adjacent hall of residence. This is a residential area and a
designated conservation area (Conservation Area No.G) and parking in this vicinity is very
problematic. Creating a late night and early morning venue for drinking, live and recorded
music would effectively create a nightclub and/or disco and it would be totally out of keeping
with the area and cause all nearby residents to seriously suffer. It would also risk creating a
new night time / early morning trouble spot and "watering hole".

We wish to stress that we understand the new owners of Becketts wish to run a wine bar and
restaurant business and we have no objection to Becketts continuing to be run as a wine bar
and restaurant as it has .been for many years within its existing licensing hours, which we
assume the new owners 'knew about when they bouqht the business.
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